
Monday, November 24, 2014

9:30 AM  G1-14-215  Pena v. City of Lawrence
          Full Hearing
          CCB

10:00 AM  C-14-187  Chafe v. DCR
          Full Hearing
          DALA

Appellant/A.A./HRD

The Standard Adjudicatory Rules of Practice and Procedure, 801 Code Mass. Regulations §§ 1.00 (formal rules) apply to adjudications before the Commission with Chapter 31 or any Commission rules taking precedence.

Hearings are conducted at the offices of the Civil Service Commission; One Ashburton Place, Room 503, Boston, MA 02108 unless otherwise noted.

G1: Original Appointment Bypass; G2: Promotional Bypass; E: Non Bypass Equity Appeal; D: Discipline (Non Termination); D1: Termination or Layoff; C: Reclassification; I: Investigation Request; B1: Examination; B2: Promotional Examination.

Tuesday, November 25, 2014

9:30 AM    G2-14-249  Ingham v. Natick Police Dept.  
            Pre Hearing  
            CCB

10:00 AM   G2-14-250  Casassa v. Dept. of Revenue  
            Pre Hearing  
            CCB

10:30 AM   G2-14-251  Palluccio v. Dept. of Revenue  
            Pre Hearing  
            CCB

11:00 AM   D1-14-253  Cardarelli v. City of Medford  
            Pre Hearing  
            CCB

            Pre Hearing  
            CCB

1:00 PM    G2-14-257  Dalrymple v. Dept. of Revenue  
            Pre Hearing  
            CCB

1:30 PM    G2-14-263  Blasi v. Dept. of Revenue  
            Pre Hearing  
            CCB

The Standard Adjudicatory Rules of Practice and Procedure, 801 Code Mass. Regulations §§ 1.00 (formal rules) apply to adjudications before the Commission with Chapter 31 or any Commission rules taking precedence.

Hearings are conducted at the offices of the Civil Service Commission; 
One Ashburton Place, Room 503, Boston, MA 02108 unless otherwise noted.

G1: Original Appointment Bypass; G2: Promotional Bypass; E: Non Bypass Equity Appeal; D: Discipline (Non Termination); D1: Termination or Layoff; C: Reclassification; I: Investigation Request; B1: Examination; B2: Promotional Examination.

Wednesday, November 26, 2014

Appellant/A.A./HRD

NO HEARINGS SCHEDULED

Thursday, November 27, 2014

CSC CLOSED – THANKSGIVING DAY

Friday, November 28, 2014

NO HEARINGS SCHEDULED

The Standard Adjudicatory Rules of Practice and Procedure, 801 Code Mass. Regulations §§ 1.00 (formal rules) apply to adjudications before the Commission with Chapter 31 or any Commission rules taking precedence.

Hearings are conducted at the offices of the Civil Service Commission;
One Ashburton Place, Room 503, Boston, MA 02108 unless otherwise noted.

G1: Original Appointment Bypass; G2: Promotional Bypass; E: Non Bypass Equity Appeal; D: Discipline (Non Termination); D1: Termination or Layoff; C: Reclassification; I: Investigation Request; B1: Examination; B2: Promotional Examination.